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I oS portant to Dairy Farmers, Dairymen, 
SMT HT ATT Au ee a ) ; qT i Cheese Factory & Creamery Proprietors. 
—— = © == @. ee —— Ae Ae Ve 
atts 2 aa — <i" ALBERT STREET (Corner of Durham Street), 
a tM a Begs to intimate to the above that he has imported the most improved 

a " m | @ P. | 2] plant for the manufacture of all the requirements for the above. Having 
: \y i | i fi | ” had a long experience in this business, I am prepared to supply these 
. \ ye == fy i goods with all the most recent improvements; and, being a direct 

f q \_ | importer, can supply same at very low prices. 
- mera LS (as = The following are a few of the’specialties manufactured by me: — 
— ——— Cheese Factory Vats, Factory Cans, Railway Milk Cans, Creamery Vats, 

Cheese Hoops, Dairymen’s Milk Cans and Measures, Cream Cans, Milk Dishes, Strainers, Refrigerators, Butter 
Tins, Honey Tins, Honey Extractors, and every description of Tin, Tron, and Copper Work. 

Best value in Jam Tins, Honey Tins, Butter Tins, ete. 

ALEX. HARVEY, Albert Street (corner of Durham Street). 
i 

P.O. Box 296. 
Telephone 285. 

POP TINS, HAY Py a5 Cae 
M fact , Dealers, and I t f all kinds of Apiari Appli: re GUIALIAN QUEENS. "Honey. Tinned, Labelled, Packed, and Sold ou: Cominiento ee, SeeTeers OF, ‘stimates furnished of cost of fitting out any sized Apiary, and their laying out undertaken. 

BEESWAX BOUGHT AND SOLD ON COMMISSION. ( 
IMPROVED HONEY BXTRACTORS AND SECTIONS. 

OUR IMPROVED ONE-PIECE 
‘ SECTIONS, . 

cat Sf pUMESIa Le fay Tan, uO | f Sane nga ATT } 
ll | Comb Foundation can be firmly ee | H secured in the centre of these | | 1 i i| LN Sections without the aid of comb- j j j | N levers or melted wax, and in one i 1 i N quarter the time, as the section is | | i i | \) folded and the foundation fixed | |i i N at the same time. These sections | | | ' Noe aey oe | | ! \ provement on the old ones, and i } yl | N much cheaper. I] | 
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OFFICE & STORE: LOWER QUEEN STREET, AUCKLAND.
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YA TES’ R ELIABLE SEEDS . 

CHOICE SEEDS FOR THE GARDEN AND FARM. 

VEGETABLE SEEDS, 64 per packet *SWEDE, YATES’ CHAMPION PURPLETOP *SWEDE, YATES’ SELECT GREENTOP 

FLOWER SEEDS (ordinary), 3d per packet *YELLOW ABERDEEN GREENTOP *YELLOW ABERDEEN PURPLETOP 
* The best strains incultivation. Prices on application. 

{RED CLOVER (English and American) {COW GRASS (English and American) {WHITE FINEST @utch) +ALSYKE AND TIMOTHY 

+ New seeds now coming to hand. Cash prices and samples on application. 

° YATES’ Reliable Vegetable Seeds may be procured from local agents in every township in the colony. 

Nore.—I guarantee none genwine unless in sealed packets bearing my name and address. 

ARTHUR YATES, Seedsman, Auckland, N.Z., 237 Sussex Street, Sydney, 
AND AT MANCHESTER, ENGLAND. ; 
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THE NEW ZEALAND TIMBER COMPANY, LTD. 

TIMBER.—Weather Boarding (rusticated and feather-edged), Rough and Dressed Flooring, Lining and Scantling. _ 

Manufacturers of every description of Joiners’ Work, Doors, Sashes, Mouldings, Turnery, Carving, &c. 

SPECIALTIES. —Seed Protectors, Hand Lights, Vineries (glazed on the new patent principle, without putty), and 

all kinds of Horticultural Implements, Hives, and Apiarian Appliances. 

BRICKWORKS at New Lynn Railway Station, Available for the supply of orders to any station on the Waikato, 

Kaipara, and Onehunga Lines. 

All Classes of Building Materials supplied with despatch and delivered into railway trekus. 

Illustrated Catalogues and Price Lists free on application. Liberal discounts to cash purchasers. 

MILLS.—EAST COAST, WHANGAPOUA. 

WEST COAST, PORT ALBERT, KAIPARA. 

HEAD OFFICE, MILLS AND FACTORY, CUSTOMS STREET, AUCKLAND. 

FRANK JAGGER, Manager. a 

THE ITALIAN BEE) BAGNALL Bros. & Co. 
COM PANY. 

pons, MANUFACTURERS OF HIVES, 

BEE FARM AT PARRAMATTA, ok 
In charge of W. ABRAM. 

APIARIAN, APPLIAN CBS; 

OFFICE, 312 GEORGE STREET, SYDNEY, . 
WY. 

S. MACDONNELL, Secretary. TIMBER MERCHANTS 

Be pan sacar or Wie Campaay woreda | AURA KIS A W OM PIES 

. under the late Dathe, the ce'ebrated German naturalist, and, 

till his death lately, the greatest living authority on bee 

culture, TURUA, THAMES, NEW ZEALAND. 

Before leaving his mother country, Mr Abram secured a 

number of splendid Italian Queens, which took prizes at 

yarious Exhibitions in Europe. In addition, the Company, 
through Messrs Newman, of Chicago (publishers of the 3 

American Bee Journal), had several colonies of specially- 

selected Italian Bees sent from America. = i es 
Price Lists sent FREE on application. 

Under the skilled care of Mr Abram, the Company has 

established the finest strains of Italians. No hybrids nor 

black bees are Kept. All queens are carefully tested in every __ 

case for their worker progeny, and when time allows, for 

their queen progeny. 

Hen ee eee en PRE ey N.B.—A few Foundation Ma shines on hand,
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Che Australasian Bee Journal. Editorial. 
PUBLISHED MONTHLY. RATIONS FOR OCTOBER 

PO ins eee etc lecniternmon «SEASONABLESGPERATION 
HOPKINS, HAYR & CO., Tux present spring season in the northern part of New 

Proprietors and Publishers, Zealand, from a beekeepers point of view, is the earliest 
Revie we have had for many years, and if we do not get a long 

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION: spell of unfavourable weather later on, we may look for 
% i large crops of honey being secured. On the 8th of last 

Per iipaarn taiadvance) Swan BS 6s. month a very large swarm of black bees, estimated to 
Post Free on day of Publication. weigh 7lb, was taken and hived at Remuera, a suburb of 

All correspondence for publication and business communi- Auckland. This is the earliest swarm we have ever 
cations to be addressed to the Editor, P.O. Box 296, Auckland, known to be taken in New Zealand. For the past five or 
New Zeuland. six years swarming had not commenced till six or seven 
—————————————————————————————————  wecks laters) (Onithe 16th we supered ajhive toy prevene 

swarming, as the bees were just preparing todo so, Let 
Contents us hope that nothing will intervene to mar the season so. ~ 

fs os auspiciously commenced. 

EDITORIAL— BReEEpine. 

Seasonable Operations for October eer _Attention should be paid to the instructions already 
: given in the two last numbers under ‘‘ Spring Manage- 

Transferring Ne oe : .. 52 ment” and “Breeding.” An early season is favourable 
The Foul-Brood Bill... es Me ... 62 for equalizing the strength of colonies, that is, assisting 

: the weaker ones by given them emerging-brood from the 
Manufactured Honey in Melbourne .. .. 53 strongest. Be careful to have the hives made snug so 
Qi Jand Ni i 5s that an extra cold night may not have the effect of driv- 
Epp oaR Ane ts : ae ae af ing the bees from the outside brood and so leave it to 
Lecture on Beekeeping Ms nN -» 53 perish. Division boards should be looked to and be 

New Zealand Beekeepers’ Association.. Pe se ere 

Is the Ventilation of Hives yet Perfected? By i Se ae 
e Unless large increase is desired it will be found the 

J.RM. fa a3 e -. 54 — pest to get on the supers just before the bees commence 
Can Honey Become a Staple Articlo? By T. J. preparations for swarming. This will delay swarming 

_, till at least some weeks later, usually until the top box 
Mulvany oe ” -. 56 has been filled with surplus honey, and where it is 

Jottings. By Lamh Dearg Erin : 58 desirable to keep down swarming if more room he given 
5 3 4 by placing an empty super next the lower hive before the 

Queensland Jottings. By C. C. Cusack .. 58 — first one has become too crowded, it may be kept back 
Beo Gossip: Pool 3 3 stilllonger. Under this system when a swarm does 
fee ce. Pole BS 2 come off it is generally large enough to occupy both brood 

CORRESPONDENCE— chamber and super at once, while the parent hive takes 
ix is Ps but a very short time to recover from the loss of the 

ustralasian Bee Manual... : » 52 swarm. “There is much loss of time by allowing the bees 
Apifuge a itt i ... 52 to swarm early in the season from a single box as the 

swarms are comparatively small and as the weather is 
SSS: §~=6eolder the work of comb-building cannot proceed so 

7 rapidly, neither can the parent hive recover so quickly as 
TO OUR FRIENDS. under the plan given above. We are in fact satisfied, 

after many years experience with both methods, that the 
ee former is by far the best. 

; We would respectfully remind those of our old ara wea 
Seep JEIA Sh < - oie Sa RS Two or three handy little boxes somewhat larger than Subscribers who have not paid their subscriptions a candle-box should always be kept in readiness during 

for the current year that they are now due, and we the swarming season, and these should be ventilated by 
shall be obliged by their remitting the same. Should having a few holes bored in them, which should be 
there be any who do not wish the Journal renewed, eoUeied yeh ie fae I Dorlorated ae b eet Ait: , Ne ee m S he bees begin to settle, place the prepared hive in whic 
ee eee glad of they will ar op us a line to that the bees are to be permanently located as near the cluster 
effect. Half-yearly subscriptions taken. as possible, taking care that the frames are an equal
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distance apart, with the mat or quilt on the top. Raise stood and take out the two empty frames. Blow another 
the front of the hive about two inches by means of two puff or two of smoke into the box hive and turn it bottom 
blocks of wood at the corners, and spread a sheet infront. up so that the bees and combs are exposed. Lay a cloth 
The hive being ready and the bees settled, shake them over one end of the box and drive the bees with smoke 
into the swarming box and from that on to the sheet in from the other end towards it ; they will cluster under 
front of the prepared hive, into which they will quickly the cloth and very few will fly ; those that do will alight 
enter. A few may rise and clust-r again, but unless and enter. the new hive, which should have its cover on. 
there be a large number no notice need be takenof them, When several of the combs are fairly clear of bees run the 
as they will soon find their way to their companions. knife down the ends of them to detach them from the 
When the bees have all entered, the hive may belowered box; break out one end of the latter without injuring the 
on to the bottom board and returned to its permanent combs to make the way clear for cutting them free from 
stand. By this method no time is lost, for the bees can the bottom. When this has been done, cut out the 
starb work right.at once, and we have never had aswarm combs, shaking or brushing what few bees there may be 
leave after being hived in this way. Care should always on them back into the box or down at the entrance to the 
be taken to give a newly-hived swarm plenty of venti- new hive. Combs containing honey only should be put 
lation, and if the weather is extra warm the hive should into a covered box or under cover where robber bees can- 
be shaded for a day or two or the bees will be very apt not get at them; those containing sealed brood should be 
to decamp. laid ina cloth till there are sufficient to fill a frame when 

Transferring and dividing are given in other columns. they may at once be put into it. Cover the box with a 
Queen-rearing, for want of space, is held over till next cloth in the meantime and lay the frame on the transfer- 
month. ring board. Now cut the combs to fit it and fasten them 

Have everything ready, such as sections, extractors, securely with wires on each’side, as shown in the following 
tanks, spare hives, and anything else that may be engraving: then hang it in the centre of the hive 
required for the coming season, don’t delay sending 
orders for any of these things till they are actually = Ge, (eee = aS 
wanted for use, or you may find you have lost a good part Hee Wl } i Hee, 3 
of the best portion of the honey season through the want ce Se ee EB Seen 
of a little fore-thought. Honey plant seeds may still be ee Sse FA np ieee | 7 
sown. Keep down weeds and see that nothing obstructs jee B ess x Ae i a ie el ‘ j 
the entrances to the hives. tl i eeu! a ee seiasta! 4 

Gee eR eed Dy DE cessed 
eee PERS Se Dee 8 i [i.e TRANSFERRING. besaey Gases % te Ey ee Bee) 

Sp SS SS Se SS ees 4 

Brxs may be transferred at any time during the honey PIECES OF COMB TRANSFERRED TO FRAME. 
season, but if the boxes of bees are on hand it is better to s - 
do it as soon as the weather is warm enough to permit of Proceed in the same manner till all the brood has been 
the brood being handled without risk of getting chilled. transferred, taking care to transfer only such worker 
Honey should be coming in, or combs cannot be built out brood in combs that are perfectly straight. By this time 
otherwise unless the bees be fed, but rather than do that _ the bees in the box will be nicely clustered at the end. 

. it would be better to postpone the operation for a while, Fix the frames properly in the hive with the mat and 
Usually, earlyin October is a very good time tocommence. cover in their places, and prop up the front of the hive i 
The hive you are going to transfer the bees to should first an inch or so off the bottom board ; lay a cloth down in 
be prepared by putting sheets of foundation in all the front and shake the bees from the box as near the entrance 
frames but two, which will be required to transfer the a8 possible as you would a swarm. As soon as the bees 
brood combs to. Some transferring wires will next be are all in set the hive down and leave them to repair 
necessary, probably a dozen or more for each, which damages. In a day or two the transferred combs will be J 
should be made out of fairly stout wire (No 16 gauge), secured to the frames when the wires may be removed. 
They should be cut an inch longer than the depth of the Should there be little or no honey coming in when 
frames and be bent at right angles thus — half-an-inch transferring is taking place robber bees will be attracted. 
from each end, so as to grip the top and bottom bars A bee tent to operate under will then be useful, Clear 
when put in their places. Having provided yourself away all pieces of combs and everything that will tend to 
with a long knife, smoker, a hammer and chisel to knock entice robbing after the transferring is finished. 
the box hive apart, and an empty pee ey for ——— 
the operation. A transferring board like that shown 
below. is a very handy implement, and is worth the THE FOUL BROOD BILL. 
trouble of making, especially where there are a number of vee 
box hives to transfer. Some three-eighth aod stripsof fivpry progressive apiculturist in this colony will 
wood twelve inches long nailed to a bearer three-quarters regret the non-passage of the above bill during 

the late session, owing to circumstances over which 
the member in charge of the measure had no ; 

3 control. It is, however, a source of great satisfac- 
Ge Zé tion to the promoters of the bill, and to beekeepers 
cs —) generally, to learn that no obstacles were thrown in 

Nts GOSS its way by the House, or any individual member 
Ss be , thereof. So far from this being the case, we think 

J it is safe to say that no local bill—for such it was 
- when introduced, notwithstanding its public 

SEARSE RST ING OND: character—has ever been received with greater 
of an inch apart, as shown in the figure, andof awidth to general favour in the House, or one that obtained § 
take a frame, is all that is secuniredy he eels Petree more voluntary offers of support. At first the 

a ene BSc Hei hc’ natave and objects of the bill were little understood, 
The best time of the day to transfer is in the morning although it was recognised that it was almost 

when the bees are working briskly; choose a fine warm unique in its lucid and simple provisions; but this 
morning. Ne the Bi and ihe Aopnences 3 hand and lack of knowledge did not long exist after the bill : 
the smoker well going, blow a few puffs of dense smoke . 2 
nto the box hig and remove ita few feet back. Now became printed and ge motsiehy te 
place the new hive on its stand exactly where the box members representing country districts received .
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communications from numbers of their constituents QUEENSLAND NOTES. 
not only requesting them to support it, but also i ame 
containing valuable information on the subject THE editor of the Bee Department of the Journal 
with which it was intended to deal. The promoters of the National Association of Queensland, in the 
of the bill were also highly eulogised by individual August number, says :—“A new start has been 
members of the House on the simple and effective made in adopting the objects and rules of the New 
machinery provided for working it, and it was Zealand Beekeepers Association as a model for 
said to be almost the first bill of a kindred nature ourselves, thus doing away with our own rotten 
which did not need the creation of a department to hazy rules, and showing clearly what the Associa- 
administer its provisions if it became law. When tion exists for, and what it intends to accomplish.” 
all were so satisfied it would be almost individious _ In the prize list for honey, bees, and apiarian 
to mention names, but among its most enthusiastic implements, of the late Centennial Exhibition held 
supporters were Sir John Hall and Messrs. Bruce, in Brisbane, ed notice two of our subscribers, 
Rangatiki; McArthur, Manawa'u; Turnbull, Mr. D. R. McConnell and Mr. J. Cary, have 
Timaru ; Fulton, Tairie; and T. Thompson, Auck- figured well, the former gentleman taking no less 
land. It is more than probable had Mr Lawry than five first and one second prizes, with a silver 
applied to the Government at an early stage of the medal for the whole class, and the latter gentleman 
session they would, on his request, have taken the two first prizes. Mr. Cary was fortunate ee 
bill up as a Government measure ; but many of his @ large crop of honey last season, having taken 
friends were opposed to that course, as they were about eight tons from 120 hives, autumn count, 
convinced it would pass the House without a and as he secured first prize for extracted honey, 
division and they were anxious that he should Wwe may conclude it was of excellent quality. . 
obtain the credit of having introduced it. As it The office-bearers of the Queensland Beekeepers 
was, some of Mr Lawry’s friends asked the Colonial Association for the current year are nearly the 

_ Seeretary to take it up when they saw that asa Same as last year. Mr. Isambert, M.L.A., has 
private member's bill it was bound to be blocked again been chosen to fill the presidential chair of 
out. We repeat, it is a source of regret that it the Association. 
eventually fell with “the slaughtered innocents,” a open 
but it is, nevertheless, satisfactory to know that LECTURE ON BEEKEEPING. 
this was not the result of any hostility, and as it a 

has i Eee ae Pou aoe oe peas Mr. C. B. Morris, of North East Harbour, Otago, 
Dean’ te will aa Fike datased PHI a practical and experienced apiculturist, delivered 

ENS : ; : a lecture on the above subject to the Anderson’s 
eae tery, Bay (Otago) Mutual Improvement Literary Society, 

igs ELE LAAL Le On: in the Schoolhouse, Anderson’s Bay, on the 11th 
July. The building was well filled. The Rev. 

MICTO RIP: A, Cameron occupied the chair, and briefly intro- 
Manuracrurep Honsy IN MeLpournn, duced i lecturer. : : 

Mr Rk. J. Kenpaut, who is now in Melbourne, i ues a ee ae ee uo ae 
very kindly sent us the following paragraph clipped gave a condensed account of the natural Distory so fomiuthe «Melbourne Uge of September! 12th, the bee, described the varieties of honey bees, and 

in which it will be seen that a monstrous fraud eae ce oy ea Geel 
has been perpetrated by a tinning company, in eons “i 2 SuaitieAie oa 4 ie bY oveial 
putting up for sale as pure honey, a mixture con- Q'CeM, Workers and drones, and their severa fainins 4olper cent of glucose}. functions and respective modes of performing their 

; a, OG a ig duties. The products of the bee, how to manage ‘A case of selling adulterated honey was brought i a 8 i 
under the notice of the Collingwood Bobet Bese: ule noe. ue me the aise modern 
when R. W. Kennedy, grocer, Smith-street, was charged 2PP eda the apleulburist, were all in turn 
by Inspector Taylor, of the Central Board of Health, described and explained. The best modern hive, 
mah i aerole nce. It transpired in evidence that Taylor (Hopkins’s Improved Langstroth) and the obsolete 

a nuraberoftins fone, in eonsequense fale Blacker, (0% beekeeping purposes) gin ease, were compared, 
Government analyst, stating that: they contained a large and their respective merits and defects explained. percentage of glucose. About a month afterwards Mr. Mr. Morris explained the procedure of Swarming, Taylor again visited Kennedy's shop, and seeing some of and described the method of securing the swarm, ie tine of Boney oh ihe pelves asked the salesman to The manipulation of bees, their food, enemies, sel em. is he refused to do, consequent upon ~ % x < i - instructions from his master. Under reeks tes naWerer, diseases, and remedies to be employed to | prevent he sold a tin, and this was submitted for analysis. Mr. and cure disease were all thoroughly explained and pasa eramined thehoney,declareditwasveryinferior, illustrated. 
and contained 40 per cent. of glucose. Mr. McKean, for Mr. Morris had large and carefull: repared. the defence, urged that no bond fide sale had been effected. ners . paiceaieea 8 - Ve 
He also contsheed that the tins bore the label of the Red diagrams illustrating the pou of his lecture, 
Cross Preserving Company, and that the company manu- which added much to the interest and greatly facturing were responsible. Mr. Alley, P.M., thought simplified matters, especially for the younger por- 
hae a eta irene was being practised on the public in tion of the audience. He had also on view a 
asfen addi’ Was te be lute, whe Aiea ee ae Langstroth hive with all its adjuncts, section boxes, 
have been taken against the Red Cross Preserving Com. frames, ete. { An extractor, and many other bee- 
pany. The case was therefore dismissed. Keepers appliances, were also exhibited and ex-
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plained. These articles were examined with much 1S THE VENTILATION OF HIVES AS 
interest by many of the audience, At the con- YET PERFECTED ? 
clusion of his lecture Mr. Morris, in reply to — 
questions, further expiained points which had not By J.R. M. 
been quite clear to members of the audience, and (Coutinued trom page 39. ) 
answered many questions upon the practical work Til. 

of the beekeeper giving many valuable hints. The Ty lj cases, where certain forces of nature, whose 
lecturer was listened to with very great attention, ordinary laws are well known, are exerted under 
and at the conclusion of his most interesting and  ¢ertain known conditions, the possible extraordinary 
instructive paper was accorded great applause. : modifying effect of which has not been proved by 

’ Mr. Fitzgerald, Rector of the Dunedin Training — gotyay experiment, the ordinary laws must be, in 

College, moved a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. common prudence, supposed to act with all their 
Morris, which was carried by acclamation. ordinary results, until such extraordinary modifi- 

ai hot heart SV oral cations have been proved. In previous numbers of 
‘ this Journal what is known to be the normal 

NEW ZEALAND BEEKEEPERS’ ASSOCIATION.  offect of wind on a box of the size of a hive, has 
Pa been urged as its certain effect on a hive, making 

Tux usual monthly meeting of the Executive Committee 2 reasonable allowance for the heating powers of 
was held at Hopkins, Hayr and Co.’s office on Friday, the bees within : and it hus been taken for granted 
September 14th, at 2.30 p.m., Mr. F. Lawry, M.H.R., that such is the result until experiments shall 
President, in the chair. prove some extraordinary exception in the case of 

The meeting had been postponed from Friday, the 7th beehive. i : 

of September, to allow of the President being present on In the September number a series of experi- 
his return from Wellington. ments were suggested to set the matter at rest, and 

The minutes of the previous meeting having been read by way of providing for uniformity in carrying ont 
and confirmed, the Secretary read a letter received from  ¢Xperiments. If they seem to be reasonably ex- 
the Minister of Public Works in reply to one sent by the haustive, and adapted for the end, the writer 
Association, requesting more equitable charges for the PUrposes to conduct a series himself this year, if 
carriage of honey and bee appliances over the railway not suitable on the plan accepted by the Beekeepers’ 
lines of the colony. The Minister expressed regret that _ Association. 
he could not see his way to alter the present tariff. The Similarly, in previous numbers, the necessary 
ommittee considered the matter had not been fairly ff f th he yolved bx ehe an 1 

dealt with, and they thought that the industry of effect of the motive power EON Coe e Inverna: 
beekeeping should at least have been put on an équal temperature of the hve, raised as it is by the bees, 
footing with other rural industries. Some of the as compared with the outside temperature, was 

Committee wore of opinion thatthe tar would nob be urged as the certain effect, unless actual experi railway commissioners. P Thee newly Pinted vules of ments should show that it is modified to a greater 
the Association were laid on the table, and the Secretary extent by the hive and bees than can be reasonably 

stated that he would shortly send them out to members. supposed. 

Fe ete oo charrette pnge ct, Liaionslabions) due rene ae 
the Foul Brood Bill through Ba ument, eich he to the rapidity of the ascent ofa column of heated 
regretted, and expressed his conviction that there would IT, surrounded by colder air, were given in No. 10, 
be no trouble in getting it through next session. Vol. I; and to take the extreme case, where the 

Be ie Sopeiter awmbor af the De sovmar Dive enttanes. cin, the agereeMe Ce Baa as 
and stated that the second on the same subject would inch, and the aggregate of the anv of the 
appear in the October nnmber. Several members spoke ™at the same, the whole air in the hive would be 
in praise of the clear and thoughtful manner inwhich the changed twenty times every hour (even allowing 
pee ed dealt ae ee eubieet he had tain in naog two hundred per cent. for extraordinary obstruc- 
an ve dInLons Of a writer si vi < vi 2 + ni + : 

respected among ie beekeeping flare ty oF bauer tions) OB frosty night. Per contr a), MeN 
would have great weight in bringing about a clear When most ventilation is needed, the air is changed 
understanding as to what is needed for the welfare of the less and less frequently as the shade temperature 
beekeeping industry in these colonies. It was decided approaches 85°, when, as far as this motive power 

poy posipane discussion of ghee ce tll MneMulveny 5 concerted, things are at a standstill, 
The question of promoting a beekeepers’ convention Before suggesting a series of experiments to set 

was next discussed, and the meeting was unanimous in this question at rest, it has become necessary, owing 
agreeing that if there was any chance of success it would to friendly criticism, to deal with certain @ priort 
be a most desirable thing for the committee to undertake. objections to the conclusions drawn, To the con- 
Several opinions were given as to the best time for + - $ 
holding a convention, and it was finally decided that clusions drawn it may be objected— ai 
some time in the month of March would be most suitable, (a) That a chimney and a beehive differ too much 
as beekeepers, who were generally more or less interested jor calewlations true in the one case to be applied to 
in farming as well, would be able to spare the time to “s.6 other, They differ, but do they differ in those 
attend when farming operations were quict, as they . : ‘ 1 Tl . net i" 
would be at that time of the year. tt was finally Points which affect the laws in question Ay eaen 
resolved that the secretary by advertisement or otherwise case there is a lower opening, an upper opening, 

a the oe of pono) poe gonerally and a heat-producing power within. The fact. that 
€ proposed convention, ior Yr S ri ~ + ¢ - 3 

ing ae Timber could be depeueediapen tolmttend came there to a enlargement of the bee chimney) He 
time in the month of March next, Ayote of thanks to the middle, where the heat producing power resides, 
the Chairman concluded the meeting. can in no way affect the main results, any more
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than an enlargement in a water pipe would affect the susceptibility of bees in scientific hives to 
the passage of water through it. diseases is due to the lowering of their general 

(b) That the percentage allowed (two hundred per health by the cold they experience in cold summer 
cent.) for extraordinary retarding circwmstances is nights, and in winter—a degree of cold which he 
not enough. tis a very large allowance for loss of suspects is very far greater than beekeepers take 
energy for no very grave reason, and, asa matter of for granted is the case. 
fact, under what actually was allowed. The exact Tt remains, then, only that a system of uniform 
normal rate shall be given in the next number, experiments should be suggested, so that a more 
after verifying the formula. However, even if complete and exhaustive set may he suggested, if 
experiment should show that double that per- the ones offered are insufficient. This all whe are 
centage should be allowed, the cooling down of the disposed to carry on the experiments will add 
hive on a frosty night is a great deal too much to _ statistics to a common fund, and aid in eliminating 
be good. Let experiment decide the question. errors and miscalculations. 

(¢) That even if the results are what are stated, it : er ee 
is no great matter, for a variation of temperature SERING CHOBE DRIMEN TS Oeil 
Jrom below 50° to 110° and even 112° is not fatal to Object.—To ascertain the effect of the difference 
bees or brood. The question is of the perfection of of temperature inside and outside of a hive due to 
existing ventilating arrangements, and not whether the heat evolved by the bees. 
the bees can shift with the existing ones. These experiments must be made onlyin perfectly 

(d) That the total superficial eatent of the venti- still weather, as a wind would at once introduce a 

lating holes covered with perforated zinc, say, half- disturbing element. The results could with advan- 
inch, and not that of the interstices of the mats, is tage he noted once every hour from early morning 
the limiting power. ‘True, this was overlooked. to midnight, and if possible also about 4 am., 
However as regards ventilation in hot weather, it which is normally the coldest time in the 24 hours. 
affords an additional argument for the need of Thus the gradual rising and falling of the outside 
‘perfecting’ existing arrangements. As to its re- temperature would be in a most interesting way 
tarding the excessive movement of the air on accompanied by some variation, presumably of the 
frosty nights, the case still remains alarmingly temperature in different parts of the hive. 
dangerous and injurious to the bees. For even The three kinds of hives should be, it is sug- 
with a half superficial inch inlet and outlet, with the gested, the same as for the Series of Experiments, 
thermometer at 30° outside, normally, 2.e., witnout No, II., partly to save injury to the bodies of other 
any allowance for retarding causes, the ascent of hives, and partly to enable the two sets of experi- 
the air will derange the whole contents of the hive ments—the one with the wind, and the other in 
every two minutes, and that much allowance has still weather—to be made on exactly the same 
to be made has yet to be proved. colonies, and therefore, as nearly as possible, under 

(e) That it cannot be conceived as desirable under the same conditions. Let # be the letter by which 
any cirewmstances that the air should be changed is known a strong colony, on all ten frames; y, a 

every half minute. Take a very hot summer day, colony covering only five frames, but without any 
with the thermometer in the shade at 80° to 85° contracting board ; 2, the same with a contracting 
(nothing very unusual); the bees in all their board; and «, a colony covering pretty well twenty 
activity, and throwing off carbonic acid gas rapidly, frames. The position also of the thermometer 
their numbers, too, at the maximum, would they should be the same, and lettered the same, 2.4, 
not, according to the known laws of respiration, placed so as to register—a, the temperature 
etc., be better if working in pure air, when the air SSS ig ie nwa 
temperature is sufficiently high of itself, not to cle od 
require artificial help, to hatch out the brood and 
ripen honey ? ae 

(f) That the reading of the thermometer in the < 
shade, not the sun, is the true degree of temperature ; 

with which we have to deal. This is true; but in Pa Ea 2 
Australasia the shade temperature is ‘sufficiently in the shade, outside; 6, the temperature at 

often 80° to 85° for this to make no difference to 4 distant low corner; ¢, the temperature near 
the ‘argument. the clustering bees, halfway up; d, the tem- 

However, in dealing with the movement of the perature in a distant upper corner; ¢, the 
hive air owing to the difference of temperatures temperature at the top in the centre, near the clus. 
inside and outside, we are dealing with a very dif- tering bees; and /, the temperature right in among 
ferent power to that of the wind, which varies from the bees, by letting the bulb descend through the 
loz. to 50lbs. pressure on the square foot; and mat. 
although we seldom have to deal with the former Should these arrangements for the thermometer, 
power alone without the latter, it may be very  ete., be considered as sufficiently good, and not be 
likely that experiments will show that the former superseded by better ones by friendly critics,the writer 
requires but little to regulate it. Yet for all this, hopes within a month or so to forward to this 
the known law of the persistent rise of the ‘chim- journal some statistics, as observed by himself, in 
ney’ air on a frosty night, when the difference of the hope of thus helping to decide questions, which 
temperature is 40° to 50°, holds good until dis- it seems to be allowed on all hands are at present 
proven: and it is the writer’s private opinion that almost absolutely undecided, in a satisfactory way ;
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and the importance of the deciding of which he has at least an equal degree with sugar, the intrinsic { 
urged on @ priori grounds. qualities which make the latter a staple of trade, . 

With regard to the mats used, the width of inlet, what are the other conditions necessary to fit it 
and the operations in the tops, each observer would also to become a staple? They are, I think, two- 
have to make a note of the same, so as to enable fold; first, that it shall be produced in sufficient 
other observations to be properly compared and quantity ; and second, that it shall be procurable 
corrected. at a cost but little, if at all, dearer than sugar, 

[We trust that some of our subscribers may be For the fulfilment of the first condition it is, of 
found able and willing to co-operate with our course, not necessary that there should be as much 
esteemed contributor, ‘““J.R.M.,” in carrying out honey produced as there is now sugar consumed, 
the series of experiments he suggests. The venti- No reasonable person can expect that it will ever 
lation of hives has not so far, as we are aware, yet entirely supersede the use of manufactured sugar ; 
been thoroughly investigated, and it is most im- but only that it may, to a great extent, be sub- 
portant that we should know whether we are stituted for sugar, in cases where it obtains a 
pursuing a wrong system or not. Unfortunately preference aecording to the taste of some people, 
our time is so occupied away from our bees that or where it can be more easily or more cheaply 
we cannot assist or we would willingly doso.—Ep.] obtained. That it can, under the new system of © 

(Lo be continued.) apiculture, be produced in enormous quantities— 
sufficiently large to fit it to be an article of general 
traffic, may, I think, be assumed to be admitted. 

CAN HONEY BECOME A STAPLE The second condition is, perhaps, the more im- 
COMMODITY ? portant one, and that about the possible fulfilment 

et of which there is more likely to be some difference 
By T. J. Muzvany. of opinion. 

(Continued from page 40. ) To what an extent the consumption of such an 
Lasr month I endeavoured to dispose of the article as sugar is influenced by the question of 
negative assertion, that honey can never become a price may be easily seen by a reference to the 
staple because it is not a necessary of life; Inow statistics bearing on that subject. Mackenzie, in his 
propose to show that there are reasonable grounds work published in 1880, called “The Nineteenth 

for maintaining the positive view, that it can and Century, a History,” shows that, in Great Britain, 
may be made such a general and regular article of from the commencement of the war in 1791 up to 

trade. the repeal of the corn-laws and introduction of a 
In the first place I think it is indisputable that free trade policy in 1845, sugar and tea were so 

pure extracted honey possesses (as I have already taxed that the consumption of these articles per 
hinted) all the useful qualities which tend to head of the population, remained very small and 
make the sugar of commerce an article of such almost unaltered ; but in the thirty years from the 

general use, and in addition, some which the latter date to 1875, “the use of sugar had more 

ordinary cane or beet-root sugar cannot possess. than trebled, having risen from 15 to 5llbs per 
Tt can be used with equal advantage for nearly all head ; and tea had undergone a similar increase, 
purposes for which sugar is commonly used, such from 1}lb to 4lbs.” This increase in consumption is 

as sweetening tea, coffee, or other drinks, stewing about in the inverse proportion to the decrease of 

or preserving fruit, making pastry, and in cookery price—sugar and tea being now less than one- 

of all kinds, and in the preparation of fermented third of the price at which they stood prior to 

drinks such as hop-beer, mead, metheglin, fruit- 1845. I recollect perfecdy well when the grocers’ 

wines, ete. For some purposes people will pro- windows used to display, in the most enticing man- 

bably always give a preference to refined or ner, samples of their “ wonderfully cheap” teas, at 

crystallised sugar; as for table use, owing to its 5s 9d to 7s per lb; and of soft or brown sugars at 

appearance and to its dry condition—or for some 7d to 10d, and loaf sugar at Is to 1s 04d per Ib; 

jams and preserves, owing to its greater clearness; and when the lowest priced sugar so exhibited was 

but for other purposes honey will be found to about the colour of treacle and the consistency of 

deserve the preference, and for all it will be found — sand, and was indeed generally believed to contain 

quite serviceable at a pinch. If any one doubts a considerable proportion of that not very nutritive 

this, let him only make a trial and satisfy himself. substance. Now we see every day, teas advertised 

Honey was used as the natural sweet for thousands at 1s 6d to 2s 6d per lb, and sugars at 24d to 34d 

of years before sugar was known, and the latter or 4d, the better sorts of the latter being as white 

being, in point of fact, only a substitute for the and as well refined as the old loaf sugar. These 

former, there can be no reasonable doubt that it, prices being a good deal lower than those which 

the original article, may again, wherever practic- ruled in 1875, the last year referred to by Mac- 

able, be used with advantage instead of its sub- kenzie, the consumption has accordingly increased 

stitute. But it has besides the advantage, as since then also—that of tea from 4lbs to 5lbs, and 

scientists tell us, of preserving the sweetening that of sugar from 5ilbs to over 70lbs per head of 

power in a form better suited for human food; population. i 

and it may also be used as a substitute for butter, Before honey was produced in any quantity in 

syrups, and other condiments in a way that sugar New Zealand, say only seven or eight years ago, 

is not at all suited for. the imported Californian extracted honey was sold 

t Tf, then, it be granted that honey possesses, in in Ub and 2b tins at a shilling per pound ; and
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the first New Zealand honey, when placed on the in the case of apiaries as compared with sugar 
market in small quantities, made up in !1b or 2lb factories, that there is no annual expenditure 
tins or bettles, was easily sold at the same price, necessary for the raw material (cane or roots) to 
while comb honey was readily:bought ata shilling be operated upon, and that the apiarist has mainly 
or more per section of one pound. The home to take into account what he may consider a 
article being quite as good as, or better than the sufficient remuneration for his own labour and 
imported, naturally took its place on equal terms skill in estimating™the prime cost of his produce. 
as to price, as an article of luxury. No one, of Considering then that the occupation has many 
course, then thought of setting up a competition charms for those who have a natural taste for it 
with sugar, so long as the honey could be sold at (and only such are at all likely to succeed in it), 
three or four times the price of that article. But and that it does not so completely take up a man’s 
it was soon found that there was only a very time as to prevent him from attending to other 
limited demand for honey at those prices, and the matters for a considerable portion of the year, it 
necessity became at once apparent of finding a appears to me probable that enough of people 
market for extracted honey in bulk. The idea of would always be found to follow the industry if 
exporting it, at least until a sufficient home demand they could only see their way to a certain and 
should be developed, naturally suggested itself, ready sale of their produce even at the low prices 
Extracted honey of best quality was then saleable indicated above. But there is no use, I believe, in 
in England at sixpence per pound, the supply contemplating any half measures in this matter. 
coming chiefly from the United States, where the Any attempt to open an extensive market, and at 
local market price was then also fivepence to six- the same time to keep up high prices, must prove 
pence. But with increased production and com- illusory. The producer of ordinary extracted honey 
petition prices ran down rapidly until at last must make up his mind, once for all, to be content 
Californian extracted honey was being placed on with about the same low price for which the best 
board ship at 2d to 24d per pound, for export in quality of sugar is actually produced; and the 
large quantities. Here in New Zealand wehad no — supplying of such{articles of luxury as comb honey 
difficulty in obtaining sixpence per pound for ex- and white clover extracted honey, in small and 
tracted honey in bulk, for the first year or two, attractive packages, must be left in other hands, 
but in order to compete for export we soon found and to be dealt with on entirely different com- 
that we must be content with fourpence, or less; mercial principles. 
and the local market price has at length fallen to 
3d or 24d for sales in quantity (not to speak of The foregoing reasons why, as I conceive, honey 
lower prices still for which honey has been sacri- may become a staple commodity, are of general 
ficed, if sold by auction without reserve) ; that is to application to most countries ; butif they have any 
say, the prices, as far as the producer is concerned, weight in the case of a great sugar-producing 
have actually fallen below the ordinary selling country like the United States of America, how 
price of good sugar. much more strongly must they apply to New Zea- 

These questions then arise for the producers of land, which is not, and I think is not likely to 
extracted honey. Seeing that it can no longer be become, the seat of plantations for the raw material 
treated as an article of luxury, to be sold in small of sugar. Every pound of honey which can be 
quantities at high prices, can it be made astaple here substituted for imported sugar is, pro tanto, a 
of consumption, placed within easy reach of all natural gain. 4 This is perhaps a more striking 
consumers, just as sugar is, and at nearly equal advantage in the case of honey than in that of any 

price ? and can the producer, by strict economy in other product that can be mentioned. The honey 
the apiary, and by increasing his production to the produced in a country is all pure gain to the nation 
utmost, make his business pay at the low price at not diminishing the natural resources in any way, 

which he must sell, to admit of this competition as the extraction of every ounce of gold, or every 
with the sugar prices in the retail market? These, ton of coal or other mineral does to some extent, 
I repeat, are the points I wish to submit for the or making any demand on the fertility of the soil 
serious consideration of all those who go in for the by taking from it any substance that requires to be 
production of extracted honey in bulk. returned to it, as wheat, wool, and flesh meat do 

My own belief is that such a course is practicable when made articles of export, or as even the growth 
if all the interests concerned—producers, agents or of canes or roots for the manufacture of sugar. 
middlemen, and retailers-—will consent to treat the The “raw material” of the honey is constantly and 
article as sugar is treated ; that is, put iton the abundantly provided in the laboratory of nature, 
market in suitable cheap packages which shall add from the inexhaustible}{zesources of the atmos- 
as little as possible to the prime cost of the honey, phere, and requires only a moderate amount of 
and deal in it at such reasonable rates of com- human skill and industry to collect it by the proper 
mission or profit as is done in the case of sugar. direction of the “free labour” of an insect which 
No doubt, even under the best arrangements for ¢an be easily increased and multiplied to any desired 
marketing, honey will still be handicapped by an extent, not only without injury, but with decided 
extra cost of probably one-third or one halfpenny advantage to all agricultural operations. ‘ 
per pound for tin or other packages, as compared 
with dry sugar in matting or bags; but on the 
other hand, there is to be considered that the Bees may always be made peaceable by inducing 
capital required to be sunk in plant, etc., is small them to accept of liquid sweets.
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JOTTINGS. we want, where beekeepers of all shades of opinion 
— will meet and discuss matters of vital importance 

By Lamu Deare Eri. to beekeeping. It will be there where samples of 
Tr is a great pity that the Foul Brood Bill was Spurious honey can be shown, and if need be, 
numbered amongst the slain at the end of the tested ; and in conjunction with the convention a ‘ 

session. Had it been in force now, enthusiasts in bee and honey show might be held on one of the 
the cause would have been able to haye enforced days, at which a small charge might be made so as 

some of its most useful clauses ; as it is, foul-brood detray, to a certain extent, the expenses of the 
gets another lease, and careful apiarists can do exhibition 
another growl. So bogus honey has found its This season is the earliest for bees I have known 
way to Melbourne; that looks well! Jt has for some time. I noted drones flying on the j 

been in New Zealand some time. Beekeepers, for Seventh of this month, and I find several queen 
goodness sake be alive to your own interests, ferret cells already started. My earliest swarm last 
out these frauds, show them up, don’t be afraid to year was on the 20th of October, and drones were | 
speak, or to take the tronble, when ever you get a not seen until the 21st of September. There will 
tin of suspected honey,to get it analysed, and let the be an{ Industrial and Art Exhibition held at 
editor of this Jowrnal have the result of your in- Waipawa on the 5th of December, where T hope to 
vestigations. ‘At a recent Brewers’ Exhibition in See some of our local beekeepers show up. 
England a process of preparing wort was shown, [Our friend says ‘emphatically that bogus honey 
consisting in the inversion, in suitable boilers, of has ‘been in New Zealand some time.” Will he 
starch by means of oxalic acid, which could readily say whether it has been offered for sale, and if so, 
and completely be removed. It was quite plain, where it is to be purchased ? for we feel inclined to 
therefore, such ‘syrups’ could and were made free make it as warm as we can for any one found to 
from acid, but as long as starchy matters were be selling spurious honey in any part of these | 
employed there would not be the slightest difficulty colonies. —Ep. | 5 ‘ 
of distinguishing the product from honey. It was ee Se oe a 
only when cane sugar was brought into use that : 
TPE ohasites of detection would be small.” Fancy QUEENSLAND JOTTINGS. ; 
a man preferring the above compound to pure oi acs EE 
honey, and yet how many of us Taye eaten oe s Se ; 
thing akin to the above-named mess in those days THE past winter has been the coldest and driest— 
of blissful ignorance before we took to beekeeping, 206 more than half an inch of rain having fallen | 
and found out the true taste of good honey ? within the past four months—that we have 

How is it that the adulterated honey is sold in experienced for some years; consequently, the 
such large quantities, and little or no effort is | bees are in rather a backward state. The winter « 

being made to obtain the genuine product of the has been too cold to allow brood-rearing to be 
bee? The excuse is—pure honey is too expensive carried on to any great extent, though not 
to ensure for it a ready sale. If the public can sufficiently cold to prevent the bees from flyig 
get an article sweet enough to suit their palates, every day, which has caused some of the stocks to 
quantity will be considered before quality. Is dwindle down very much. However, now that | 
fourpence a pound, in bulk, too expensive? A lot warm weather has set in (the thermometer has 
of honey last season was sold for less than that at been up to 80° in the shade), brood-rearing is ~ 
auction. Taking trouble anda man’s time, expense 801M on apace. z : 
of hives, foundation, cost of tinning, labelling, etc., The coming season in this colony promises just 
into consideration, I think it is uncommonly cheap. 20W to bea good one, and it is to be hoped we 
Some salesmen have expressed an opinion shall have favourable weather through the honey 

that this spurious honey is not detrimental to flow. The Queensland blue gum (Hucalyptus 

health. In my humble opinion, if the gummy, terticornis ) is in full bloom, also odd trees of the 

unfermentable, and probably indigestible matter stringy-bark (2. acmenroides) and iron-bark (#. 

that is contained in some of the starch and corn ¢7ebra) ave in flower, so that sufficient honey is 
syrups that go to make up the base of spurious being gathered to supply the bees for brood- 
honey is not injurious, well—the man who prefers Tearing. The flax-leafed wattle (Acacia longifolia) 

cheap and nasty ought to have a digestion like an 18 one mass of bloom, making the bush quite gay 
ostrich, or else take a pepsin pill with it. with golden blossoms, and scenting the air with its 

T note that mention was made at the last meet- strong perfume. It appears to yield pollen only, 
ing of the Association of holding yearly a Bee- which the bees will not touch when they can 
keepers’ Convention. Now that is something like obtain pollen from other sources. I believe the 
‘piz.’ if we could only get one up. The great Treason of this is on account of the pollen grains 

drawback will be for members of the beekeeping being extra large, and when examined with a 
fraternity being able to attend, mainly on the microscope appear to be coated with a very thick, 
score of expense, as some of those who take a keen strong skin (the extine), which would render them 
interest in an affair of this kind, live a good  difficnlt of digestion. This explains, I believe, the 
distance from Auckland. If arrangements could preference that the bees show for one kind of 
be made with the steamship companies for a pollen over another. The flowers which yield ~ 

reduced scale of fares, then I have no doubt we pollen grains with thin husks would naturally be 

should get a big meeting. It is just the very thing more eagerly sought after—their chemical con-
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stituents being the same—rather than those yield- to that stored in vomb which has never had brood 

ing pollen grains with thick husks. raised in it, is due to the honey absorbing some of 

* * * * the matter contained in these cast skins and the 

At the second annual meeting of the Queensiand residue of undigested food which the larva leaves 

Beekeepers’ Association, held last week, the rules behind when it emerges from the cell. If a brood 

of the New Zealand Beekeepers’ Association were comb is filled with water, in a few hours the 

almost entirely adopted in place of the former rules colour will be changed from black to a greyish 

of our Association, as being better adapted to the white, and the water will be coloured a light 

functions of the Association than the rules formerly 2™ber and have a strong taste, showing that the 
indice. brood combs readily part with a quantity of their 

Our Association has not met with that support Colouring matter. Analogy would lead us to 

by the beekeepers which beekeepers’ associations believe that honey, being chiefly composed of 

deserve, partly, no doubt, owing to its having been Water, would likewise have its taste and colour 
started on wrong principles—the objects of the altered by being in contact with brood cells. We 

British Beekeepers’ Association being followed too know that there is some matter in brood combs 
closely. that alters the colour, taste, and smell of wax 

Beekeepers would do well to profit by the when melted down in contact with it, and that 

example which is set them by their bees. There this matter which the wax takes up is exceedingly 
is no greater exaiaple of what can be accomplished volatile, as is seen in the readiness with which wax 

by co-operation and division of labour for the parts with its taste, colour, and smell when exposed 

common good than in a hive of bees. Ifeach bee *° the air, 3 

were to labour solely on its own account, quite . The superior flavour of honey that has remained 

regardless of the work of others, the hive would 1” the hive for some time may possibly be 

soon be in a state of hopeless confusion, and all attributed to this cause. If by leaving honey in 
work would soon come to an end. the hive for a time it acquired a flavour which it 

formerly had not, it proves that the honey must 

a - % s - have had something added to it to give it this 
Tue Fuavour or Honny Parrry Dur To THE different taste—provided that it has not altered 

Broop Comps. chemically, which is unlikely. 

In the last June number of the American Bee There is a sort of vague, hazy idea amongst 
Journal appears a very interesting and instructive beekeepers that the superior flavour honey acquires 

article, “The Medicinal Qualities of Honey Ex- by being left in the hive is due to something it 
plained,” by E. A. H. Grimshaw. Mr. Grimshaw absorbs from the bee while the bee removes it 

attributes a great deal of the medicinal properties from cell to cell. Then let me say that this 
_ and flavour of honey to the pollen it contains. removal from cell to cell is greatly over-estimated, 

That pollen does greatly flavour the taste of honey and in the greater quantity of honey stored 
I know for certain. My honey, as it comes from never takes place. ; There are times when the 

the extractor, is emptied into deep tanks, holding honey is very thin and watery, and when 
about half a ton each, in which the honey stands the atmosphere is charged with moisture, the bees 

for several days to allow any particles of wax, etc, ™ay remove it from cell to cell; but when the 
that it may contain to rise to the top before the atmosphere is dry and the honey is coming in fast, 
honey is drawn off at the bottom. The tank is I doubt if it is ever removed from the cell it is 

never emptied to within less than four inches of first stored in by the bee bringing it from the field. 

the bottom till the end of the honey season, unless It would not be necessary for the honey to be in 
there is a change in the quality of the honey being contact with the brood cells to acquire this flavour, 

gathered. At the end of the season the last two though the honey thus in actual contact would 

or three inches of honey taken from the tank, if probably be stronger flavoured, as the volatile 
several tons have passed through it, is quite cloudy matter given off by the brood combs may he 
with the amount of pollen grains it contains, and absorbed by the honey in the hive. _ 
has a very strong taste of pollen. This honey There is at certain times in the aplary a strong, 
candies through the winter, and when melted Pleasant aromatic odour quite distinct from honey, 
again loses a great part of its rank taste. It is which odour I have heard beekeepers attribute to 

just possible that this explains why honey loses its the secretion of wax ; but it will be observed that 
flavour slightly when heated: the heat may change this scent is present when there is no secretion of 
the pollen grains chemically or drive’ off their W&X taking place to speak of, and this scent varies 
volatile essences. i in strength according to the extent of brood rearing. 

I have long been of the opinion that honey Careful observation has led me to believe that it is 

stored for some time in comb that has been used entirely due to the brood combs and the larve 

for breeding purposes is denser and darker coloured,  *hey contain. 
and of a better flavour, than that which is stored An analysis of such combs, or water which has 
in combs from which brood has never hatched, been coloured by the matter they contain, will 

The extra denseness is due to some of its moisture Show what this sunstance is, It is probably 
being absorbed by the cast skins—or cocoons, as composed chiefly of matter derived from pollen. 

they are generally, though erroneously, called—of Indooroopilly, Queensland. 

the larva lining the cells. The cause of the [We are very pleased to jearn that the Queensland 
difference in flavour of honey stored in brood comb Beekeepers’ Association has turned its attention
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to the practical side of beekeeping. The time has warp, or drop out of the section as at present, and 
pert when aoe pnceanonE at ey Ae the objectionable pop-holes entirely avoided. 
© be of any service to apiculture—cannot affor * * * * 

_ to be sentimental. We have too many difficulties Two of these new sections will, I believe, be put 
to grapple with to allow of any time for sentiment upon the New Zealand market during the coming 
eee we ae He “ ie well, no season, and, I trust, will be given a fair trial by 

Eetpery Assovstion—wioso members are qucs geecereateGouerally |The fiat is the iivenueh : jas! £ I essrs ott Brothers, and is thus described in 
independent of beekeeping, and who only practise the British Bee Journal of February 8. 
it for pastime—to indulge in sentiment, it can ee e i‘ a 
afford to do so; but the practical beekeeper, the ‘Th Soe ineaer 
man who is leoking for his bread and butter from ap i top see a8 a oH pe ioe ue Se 
his bees, looks to the Association he helps to UC leaves the op/Dt CUROne EDA UDe eta support for practical assistauce in overcoming thus forming a dovetail for wax when inserted. The 
difficulties, not to create them, as the British a} keine lett ae engle- ends ab dete half 
Beekeepers’ Association is now doing. No doubt ° te te se ene Hae . ‘ oa coe fe 
the British Beekeepers’ Association did a great deal Au ie tae arid a es Ae eu a oe 
of good in times past by spreading a knowledge of BHeth Oye ae ue ep a oh ae AOeMOn oe 
advanced bee culture when honey could be nae = pat 2 pene Mighten ag (spi sau ee 
readily sold in England at from 1s. to ls. 6d. per Sa ea wae , fold fi £ aa ee ere ee 
lb.; but now that it can be bought for one- ae ean . 2 1 a Cpe wn as me o 
third or less of that sum, and beekeepers find a La i rate 2 ave YS Xue: OT AppEanye 
difficulty in disposing of their crop, it is doing the “7#¥eVer 18 required. 
industry a serious injury by encouraging every * = e % 3 
cottager to swell the ranks of honey producers. The other section alluded to has been patented 
It is just the same with the British Bee Journal, a by Mr Blow, of Welwyn, Herts, England, although =~ 
monthly edition of which has just been started, at the invention is also claimed by an American. 
Is. 6d. per annum, solely with the view of apiarist, Mr Bray. In this case a groove iscut. 
encouraging cottagers and others to compete with right round the section, so that the foundation may 
the specialists. We predict that shortly there will entirely fill it. Ot course in this case a block will 
be a great outcry in Britain amongst beekeepers have to be used in putting the section together. 
against the policy now pursued by the British * * * ae 
Beekeepers’ Association and the British Bee Several other sections have been brought out, 
Journal. We are pleased to hear of such but as these are the only two which are, I believe, 
encouraging prospects for your coming season, and likely to be introduced to New Zealand during the 
wish you every success.—ED. | coming season, I have not troubled to mention 

them. 
* * * * 

BEE GOSSIP. DeratH or Mason von HruscuKka.—I notice 
ae in the late files of bee journals the death of a great 

By 0. Poorer. benefactor of modern poet recorded. Meee 1 
i. , r if 

Naw Oxnvinon Sxovrows.—Several new modifi. Totirw are aware, was the inventor of ghe, honey ‘ . , roe ue es peued. Penna? poeenly ee extractor, second only. in. importance towdie 

a ae Th et ? ea ae all ie te movable comb-hive. | Without the extractor, the 
pepe yee a ° 2oi8e a . aa 1 ue fi ¢ ~  irame hive would not have been half as valuable as 
Pee ante ce ROGTLOUS OL OC OL XIE itis to-day, and the beekeeping industry could not 
the comb foundations and inducing the bees to fill hee ol eae bed wait present importance. Just 

: ee meen notions abe Heelan Ee imagine, you who have taken to beekeeping during 
ite iin Abbie DANS: oh ie ant a fall the last few years and found everything ready to 

section of comb is ane more tears ce Re ie he aia noe ep 18 colds pee 
i : : : keepers had to contend with. ancy, 1£ you can, | 
ee ee ee bavet and, oer Fs the mecey job S straining and a combs ef 

z - i get the honey that fell to our lot, and you wi 

en ee aoe cca wl toe appreciate the advantages of the modern system. 
- id * 

bottom and sides of the section. i g | 
4 = = * Major von Hruschka exhibited his first honey 

Ina large apiary worked for comb-honey the extractor at Briiem, in Germany, in 1865, before a 
saving of time effected in being enabled to put the meeting of beekeepers, and received an address of 
section together and insert the comb-foundation at thanks for his important discovery. At one 
the same time will be considerable, and although time the Major was an extensive beekeeper and a 
the Parker foundation-fixer has done some good frequent contributor to bee periodicals ; but for 
service in the past, yet I think the new arrange- some years previous to his death, which took place i 
ments have many advantages; the foundations may _at Venice, on the 11th of May last, he had retired 
be more firmly fixed and are less liable to curl or from the bee world and ceased to take an active
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part in apicultural matters. His name will always and shows how the union has forced not only the 
be connected with advanced beekeeping. now celebrated Professor Wiley, but also lawyers, 

* * * * doctors, and ministers to recant all they have said 
AS OTHERS SEE Us.—I was pleased to see in a in connection with artificial comb-honey. The 

late issue of the Queenslander, one of our leading Unlon has paid away principally in defending 
colonial weeklies, a very favourable notice of ouR  ©28@S against beekeeping during the year ending 
Journal. The editor of the apiary department, June 30, 1888, $305.45, and the balance in hand 
in an able article reviewing the work accomplished 2? the same date was $258.27, Long may the 
by the Queensland Beekeepers’ Association during Union Housel ! & y i 
the two years of its existence, advocates a different i i f wis 
policy in the future. He contends that the MILDNESS OF THE AUCKLAND WINTER. —As a 
Association has been working “ rather much in the proof of the mildness of the past season, I may 

direction of the mistaken philanthropic basis of the ™ention that a small colony of bees have success- 

British Beekeepers’ Associatiou—namely, to spread fully passed the winter months at Devonport on 

an interest in beekeeping, instead of increasing the three combs in a glass observatory hive. The 

use of honey,” and strongly advises the Association “ueen has for some time been busily laying, and at 
to “bestir itself” and follow the advice given by Present Hey have every, PDpeatant? of doing well. 
our worthy editor in the May number of this ° 
Vearndl. Earty Swarm.—A large swarm of bees were 

| * * * * discovered in a garden at Remuera on Saturday, 

Twenty Pounps Rewarv.—Major Shallard, September 7th, weighing nearly seven pounds. 
of New South Wales. who, it will be remembered, Swarming at such an early date is, I believe, a 

took a prominent part a short time ago in exposing Y°TY unusual occurrence, and when removed by 
some samples of adulterated honey in Sydney, is ™®. three days after from a temporary box in 
now offering the above reward in one of the Sydney which they had been placed to a Langstroth hive, 
papers to any person who can produce a sample of they had already built nearly 80 square inches of 

- adulterated honey bearing his name, and I presume comb. ig 2 . & 

he means put up by him. Evidently someone is 2 
retaliating and making it warm for Major Shallard, Do Burs SELECT A New Home Burorn 

Such is the result of doing a public service. Swarmine !—This is a question of great import- 
* * * * ance to beekeepers, and one which during the 

THe NAtionaL Buekeernrs’ Unron. —-The forthcoming season. should not be lost sight of, as 

American Bee Jowrnal for July 11th contains a Proper precautions may possibly save the loss of 

report of the third year’s work of the above useful Valuable swarms and queens, That bees often do 
institution. Many of my readers may not be select anew home before swarming by means of 
aware how the Union came to be formed, or its Scouts sent out beforehand, I have not the slightest 

objects. A brief explanation will therefore Le of doubt; but that they do so invariably, which is 
use. Some three years ago a sheep farmer in one often alleged by writers on this subject, I must 

of the American States sued a neighbouring bee- deny. I remember once passing an old pollard 
keeper for heavy damages on the plea that the elm tree, and seeing several bees busily engaged 
latter's bees had caused the death of some sheep hovering around the holes I got a ladder, and 
by driving them off their pasture, and otherwise ascended, thinking a swarm might be located 
annoying them. Apparently, the object of the there, but the few bees present only seemed to be 
farmer was to get rid of his beekeeping neigh- ¢Xamining) the place, and thinking they were only 
bour, quite apart from the sheep business, and after some juices that might exude from the tree, 
he took this trumpery course to effect his object. I took no further notice. On passing the same 

* * * * tree a few days later I observed many more bees, 
Now, the sheep farmer was very much better off and on further examination found that a swarm 

than his neighbour, and no doubt would have had taken DOSSOSsION of this hollow tree, which 
gained his point by swamping the latter with law proved conclusively to my mind that the bees I 

| costs had not some of the leading beekeepers seen had previously seen were simply scouts sent out to 
that to lose a frivolous case like this would be select a habitation for the expectant swarm, 

almost a death-blow to the beekeeping industry Attempts to capture this colony proved abortive ; 
throughout the States, as it would have set up a 1” fact, it could only be done by cutting off the 
precedent, and every beekeeper would be at the head of the tree, and to this the owner objected. 
mercy of his neighbours. The journals took up the i < 2, * 
matter, a sum sufficient to procure the best legal On another occasion I recollect my best stock 

talent to defend the case was subscribed, and a swarming, headed by a choice imported Ligurian 
victory was scored in favour of the beekeeper. A queen. In this case they alighted in a potato 
union was then formed to provide funds to defend patch a few yards from the hive. As the branches 
all similar cases that might crop up, and the of the potato were not strong enough to bear the 
institution has done a great deal of good forthe weight of the swarm, the whole of them were 
industry since its inauguration. nearly on the ground. As I did not happen to 

* * * * have a frame hive ready, immediately hived them 
The report gives particulars of several cases the in a straw-skep, into which they readily entered. 

union has defended on account of its members, I then shaded them with a sheet, and about half
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» TELEPHONE No. 370.) [TELEPHONE No. 370. 

WAVERLEY HOTEL oe os A 

QUEEN STREET (apnsormstne Ramway Srarron) Coppersm iths Gasfitters 

AUCKLAND, NEw ZEALAND. ' 

The above Hotel is one of the largest in the City of HOUSE and SHIP PLUMBERS. 

Auckland, and for the accommodation of families and 

trayellers is unsurpassed, 
? 

HOT, COLD, AND SHOWER BATHS. TIN, ZINC, and IRON-PLATE WORKERS. 

Tram Terminus and Busses to all parts of the City and a 

opie: SPECIALTY 
G. I. PANTER, Proprietor. 

Having imported machinery for making all kinds of 
pegs sa oe 8 PD _ -w 

N O T I C E HONEY ané JAM TINS we are prepared to supply these 

P articles at the LOWEST PRICE tm any quantity 

The undermentioned works are not mentioned in our Took FIRST PRIZE at the Exhibition for Honey Tins 
new Catalogue, owing to delay in their arrival :— 

Cowan’s ‘British Beekeepers’ Guide Book,’ post free 2s 4d 

Simmins’ ‘Methodof Direct Queen Introduction,’ post free 1s 2d NEAR THE DOCK. 

HOPKINS, HAYR, & CO. 

BEES AND HIVES FOR SALE, LOWER ALBERT STREET 

A RARE CHANCE FOR BEGINNERS. AUCKLAND. 

Finding my business prevents me giving the necessary 
attention i apiary matters is my sole een for giving 7 FE O R 8 A L E. 

eeoeeepine. AO He SONABHE oe eee F oie 
wo-story Langstroth hives with narrow frames, nearly Owing to my leaving for England at an early cate 

hi built out, a st of the: vired. ee ge % ig * 

Peo ators aiiso tier with cactione, ote. complete. T wish to dispose of the following goods :— 
2 One-and-a-half story ditto with sections, ete., complete. 140 Colonies of Bees, mostly hybrids in 2-story 

4 COTTAGE HIVES COMPLETE. Langstroth Hives with Combs complete. 

All the above hives, which are in first rate order and nearly 7 Pure Italian Colonies do. 
new, contain strong and healthy colonies of black bees, They “a . : . S 

will be securely packed and landed in Auckland. 1 iven” Foundation Press, very little 
Communications to “ J.W.R,” care Hopkins, Hayrand Co. used, £9 

will receive prompt attention. ae : 
ze ee = 6 Queen and Drone Excluders, Alley’s, 2s 6deach. 

EXTRACTORS FOR SALE, CHEAP. 80 Drone Excluders, 3d each. 

: . Lape yt All rticulars with re re te ri u oliver e 

| Bo BComb Honey Bxtractors, very little used, as | ean He Dohatnberork AL. Meee Blade, Graatats 
‘good as new. Price 32s 6d each. ees, 

The hives will be sold in lots, not less than 1 package 
HOPKINS, HAYR & CO. of four at 6s per hive; for 3 or more packages 5s 64 

per hive. 

TO THE MEMBERS OF THE All goods packed and delivered in Auckland. 

NEW ZEALAND BEEKEEPERS’ ASSOCIATION L. PERRETT, 

AND BEEKEEPERS GENERALLY. Care of Hopkins, Hayr & Co. 

. . THE 
fg has been decided by the Executive Committee of 

the New Zealand Beekeepers’ Association to hold a Bee- S fay ry 7 V7 
keepers’ Convention at Auckland in March next, provided a h ) | PANY 
pumotent number, of poor anere ne promise to Biend Ae Be =. = 
make meeting a success. The Committee sta 
Meri aiterd tc sedi in tein uemes to the Scoretary of tho HIGH STREET and VULCAN LANE, 
Association as early as possible. AUCKLAND. 

1. HOPKINS, GENE ; sENERAL JOBBING S 
Hon, See. and Treas. N.4.B.K.A. G PRINTERS ha 

PARE LOT OF SECTIONS FOR een ieates Caen 1 i LO’ QuB. if R SALE 4 . 
S CHEAP. : PRICE LISTS, CARDS, Erc. Erc. 

Twenty-seven sets (750) 5} x 6} 2lb. Dove-tailed Sections, ESTIMATE i. 
Farad Gros A terloniBrive’ Beotionsitnvereslom ae lames CES ae Got 
poe above quantity, 1s 2d per set. Usual price, 2s, ear. 

ackin} ree, 8 HOPKINS, Havre co, | H. H. HAYR & Co., Proprierors:
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‘ ~ apiaal ? oa a FIRST EIGHT HOURS ROLLER MILLS 
ee ‘ _ J. C. FIRTH, PROPRIETOR. — mee 

By a combination of mechanical and scientific appliances, Mr, J. oy FIRTH has produced at his é 
Eight Hours’ Roller Mills a Pleasant and Wholesome Breakfags Food as Porridge, 

Pe TENTED) ce GE R M INA ne (PATENTED) 

Easy of Digestion, and remarkable for its Bone and Flesh-Producing Qualities, Free from the 
heating and flatulent properties incidental to Oatmeal. 

For PUDDINGS it is unsurpassed, if even equalled by RICE, SAGO, or CORNFLOUR. 

5 This admirable Food for Young ae Old is ncw on the market. 

IN 10lb BAGS, OF ALL DEALERS. 

Gitmo BRICKELL 
it anna meme BATH STREET, DUNEDIN. 

oo | IMPROVED LANGSTROTH HIVE 
Mi } a | i THE HEDDON REVERSIBLE a : 

| Ls SLATED HONEY BOARDS oe 
Fo Sa ty All in one-pi bi ith two or four bee ways. "ig <— es lke one-piece sections, wit ys a 
SSS tts Y i é 

ae = ean COMB FOUNDATION, EXTRACTORS, SMOKERS, — 
= ane And everything required in an Apiary. x ‘ 

* WANTED, Clean Beeswax, Will give 10d. per Ib. cash, or Is. per Ib. in trade. Price List Posted Free to all Applicants, 

SCAMS HL, F. STEPHENS 4 

TAILOR, Boot and Shoe rout 

TTT) QD Dn) Si se 
226 QUEEN STREET, 136 QUEEN STREET 

AUCKLAND. ra 

a | AUCKLAND, NEWSZEALAND SS 
WN aE Re eS 

EGGS FOR HATCHING KIDD & WILDMAN 
From my WYANDOTTES. : 

Including Imported and First Prize Birds Booksellers e Fancy Stationers 7 

(2 strains), Auckland Poultry Show, 1887. £1 for 2 

13 eggs. F. STEPHENS, 136 Queen Street, ——o— 

Be ect iee ta Oeeeg ENGLISH, AMERICAN, and COLONIAL ' 
Boxvevust: Bovevoust PERIODICALS SUPPLIED. 

- JCB 7.0.8; pei 

eS The undersigned has for sale—50 tons of Hllis’s well-known | QoyypRY ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO. 

J.C.E. brand of Newcastle Bonedust, in lots to suit purchasers. 

Iron Bark Timber, Spokes, Shafts, etc., in any quantities. Teast 
M. V. HURLEY, 7, Queen-street. VICTORIA ARCADE, AUCKLAND.
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